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Complete the DATA-ITEM lines, using the desired data element codes and special codes. 
 
ADMIN-UNIT-LINE  ________________________________________________________  

CM3105-CALC-PRNT  ________________________________________________________  

CM3105-PUB-OPT  ________________________________________________________  

CM3201-EFF-YRQ  ________________________________________________________  

CM3201-SRT-OPT  ________________________________________________________  

DATA-ITEM-LN1  ________________________________________________________  

DATA-ITEM-LN2  ________________________________________________________  

DATA-ITEM-LN3  ________________________________________________________  

DATA-ITEM-LN4  ________________________________________________________  

DATA-ITEM-LN5  ________________________________________________________  

DATA-ITEM-LN6  ________________________________________________________  

DEPT-DIV-LINE  ________________________________________________________  

EXCLUDE-STAT-4  ________________________________________________________  

EXCLUDE-ZRO-SEC  ________________________________________________________  

 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 

Additional copies of this form can be downloaded from the CIS Web site  
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Use the following codes to complete the parameter values for DATA-ITEM-LN1 through DATA-ITEM-LN6. Determine the data 
elements, the order in which they are to appear, and any special formatting instructions (for example, tab stops or displaying a 
specific data element in boldface). Select the corresponding code for each element or function. Write the codes on the reverse 
side of this form. Refer to the job scheduling instructions for CM3201J and CM3105J on the CIS Web site for information 
regarding the remaining parameters. Give the completed form to the person responsible for scheduling SMS jobs. 
 

Data Element Codes 
1 =  Title 
2 =  Department 
3 =  Course Number 
4 =  Course Title  
5 =  Credits 
6 =  Contact-Hr-Lec 
7 =  Contact-Hr-Lab 
8 =  Contact-Hr-Clin 
10 =  Contact-Hr-Other 
11 =  Contact-Hr-Sys 
12 =  Number of Sections Fall/Wnter/Spr/Sum 
15 =  Course ID  
26 =  Long Course Title 
 

Textual Data Codes 
28 =  Course Description 2 
29 =  Course Description 1 
30 =  Footnote 1 
31 =  Footnote 2 

Special Formatting Codes 
, Use a comma to start and stop a line, to separate the codes (if you do not want a tab between them), or to 

perform both functions. 

,*, Insert one or more asterisks, each separated by a comma, to use as wildcards for search and replace 
functions in word processing. 

<9> Inserts a tab stop between data element items. If you want one or more asterisks to appear before a tab 
code indicator, the format is ,*,*<9>  If you want one or more asterisks to appear after a tab code indicator, 
the format is <9>*,*, 

<R> Inserts a carriage return (the following data is printed on a new line). 
<B> <D> <B> indicates that boldface formatting is to be turned on. <D> indicates that boldface formatting is to be 

turned off. 
<NR15> Breaks the data on COURSE-ID (combination of division/department and course number). 
18 Indicates that the next paragraph tag (and associated data) will not be printed until all the data lines 

associated with the current tag have been printed. Can be used only once; however, if more than one data 
item line is to be repeated in the schedule, place this code on the last data item line that is to be repeated. 
Type this code at the beginning of the line. 

,(,  ,),   You can insert parentheses wherever you want them to appear in the printed output. 
,CREDITS, You can insert the word CREDITS (or Credits) to appear after the credit value. 

 

Note: Do not include a break code <NR##> for DATA-ITEM-LN1. All other DATA-ITEM-LINEs require a break code. 

 


